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Abstract

Since the 1980s, college educated workers have increasingly concentrated in high wage,
high rent cities. I find this skill-biased geographic sorting has also coincided with a concentra-
tion of immigrants in the same high wage, high rent cities as college educated workers. I find
that immigrants’ greater degree of labor mobility relative to natives and larger household sizes
of immigrant households combine to explain the concentration of immigrants in the same high
wage, high rent cities as college educated workers. (JEL J24, J61, R11, R23)

1 Introduction

Economists have studied the effect of immigration on their host country for decades. Much of this
research has examined the effects of immigrants on native workers. Less has been written about the
mobility and spatial distribution of immigrants. The existing literature has found immigrants make
up a significant share of the migrant workers who drive regional wage convergence by moving
to states with the highest wages (Borjas, 2001), and partially insulated low-skill native workers
from the effects of The Great Recession by being more responsive to geographic differences in
economic opportunities (Cadena and Kovak, 2016). This paper focuses on the location choices of
immigrants during a period of geographic sorting Moretti (2012) calls "the Great Divergence."

The "Great Divergence" refers to the ongoing period of skill-based worker sorting since the
1980s. Cities with the largest shares of high-skill workers in 1980 have seen their high-skill worker
shares increase at a faster rate than cities with lower shares of high-skill workers in 1980. In the
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Bansak, and Michael Coon, as well as participants of the WEAI annual conference, the EEA annual conference, the
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Brown Bag Seminar for their many insightful comments. I would like to thank the Gifford Center for Population
Studies and the U.C. Davis Economics Department for generously providing financial support.
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decades since, these "high-skill" cities have experienced faster wage growth and boast a wide array
of amenities relative to cities with fewer high-skill workers. However, housing in these cities is
also very expensive, to the point that recent migration to high-skill cities is composed mostly of
high-skill, high-wage workers1. High-skill cities tend to have more restrictions on building new
housing, either because of a lack of available land or strict regulations on new construction (or
both). Hence, strong demand for housing combined with limited supply growth has made housing
prohibitively expensive for low-skill, low-wage workers.

This paper examines the spatial distribution of immigrants across U.S. cities. I start by docu-
menting a previously unknown fact in Figure 12. The ratio of foreign born3 to natives (the foreign-
born ratio) has grown fastest in cities with the highest mean log wage in 1980 and restricted housing
supply. A similar relationship exists between the ratio of low-skill foreign-born to low-skill natives
(the low-skill foreign-born ratio) and mean log wages in 1980, shown in Figure 2. So far, the liter-
ature studying the Great Divergence has focused on skill as the main characteristic that separates
the workers moving to rich, expensive, high amenity cities from those who do not. Hence, Figure 3
illustrates that we find the same strong, positive relationship between the ratio of high-skill workers
to low-skill workers (the high-skill ratio) and the mean log wage in 1980 in cities with restricted
housing supply. Hence, the high-skill ratio and the foreign-born ratio have grown fastest in cities
with higher incomes in 1980 and restricted housing supply. This paper focuses on understanding
the role that immigrants play in the ongoing Great Divergence, and to better understand why skill
sorting is occurring more strongly among natives than immigrants.

A well-established fact in the literature studying labor mobility is low-skill individuals are
less likely to move for work than high-skill individuals (Topel (1986), Bartik (1991), Bound and
Holzer (2000)). Some recent work has found evidence that labor mobility also differs between
natives and immigrants. Cadena and Kovak (2016) found low-skill Mexican immigrants to be
more responsive to spatial differences in economic opportunity during the Great Recession than
their native counterparts. The intuition behind this result was first discussed by Borjas (2001):
supposing migration is costly, immigrants are a self-selected group who have already chosen to
bear the cost of migration. Further, the additional cost of choosing one place over another is
minimal. It is then straightforward to see that immigrants will choose to live in the places with
the best economic opportunities. Hence, immigrants will tend to choose the "right" places to live.

1Moretti (2004), Berry and Glaeser (2005), Shapiro (2006), Moretti (2013), Ganong and Shoag (2017)
2Figures 1-3 are generated using Decennial Census and American Community Survey (ACS) data from IPUMS to

calculate the growth rate of the foreign-born ratio, the low-skill foreign-born ratio, and high skill ratio between 1980
and 2010, as well as the mean log wage in 1980, in each of 256 Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs). The measure
of housing supply restrictions comes from the Wharton Residential Land-Use Regulatory Index from Gyourko et al.
(2008). See section 3 for additional detail.

3I use the terms "immigrant" and "foreign-born" interchangeably to refer to a person living in the U.S. who was
not born on U.S. soil according to Place of Birth data available in IPUMS.
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In the setting of the Great Divergence, the literature has found that rent has become an important
determinant in location choices: workers seem to choose the places that offer them the highest
wage net of housing costs rather than simply the highest wage. Hence, given Figures 1 and 2,
it must be the case that wages net of housing costs are somehow higher for immigrants than for
natives in the high wage, high cost cities that are attractive to high-skill workers.

Table 1 examines the relationship between mean rent in a city and some characteristics of
immigrant households. Column (1) shows the number of workers per household in foreign-born
households4 (FBHH) increases as mean rent in a city increases, while the number of workers
per household in native households decreases5. One consequence of having more workers in a
household is the rent burden is lower for each individual worker in the household6. This effect
is demonstrated in column (2): in native households, a 1% increase in mean rent increases rent
per worker by about 1%; in foreign-born households, however, a 1% increase in mean rent only
increases rent per worker by 0.88%. This fact suggests rent as a share of a household’s budget
should be lower for immigrant households. Indeed, column (3) shows this is the case in the data.
A $1000 increase in mean rent is associated with an increase in rent’s budget share of 8% in
native households, but only 4% in immigrant households. It is worth noting the literature studying
immigrants has documented similar differences between native and immigrant households, but this
paper is the first to show these differences are dependent on the local cost of housing.

Given the facts established thus far: the foreign-born ratio is increasing in high wage cities
with restricted housing supply, immigrants are more mobile than natives, and expensive housing
impacts native households more than immigrant households, it stands to reason we should see
the population of immigrants increasing in cities with more restricted housing supply. Table 2
demonstrates exactly this pattern. Columns (1) and (2) show larger changes in the foreign-born
population in cities with more restricted housing supply, while changes in the native population
are essentially flat across housing supply restrictions. However, breaking these down further by
skill, columns (3) and (5) show the "zero" for natives is really the skill-sorting characterizing the
Great Divergence. Disaggregating the change in the population of foreign-born, on the other hand,
we see none of the skill-sorting natives exhibit.

The main contribution of this paper is that these observed differences in skill-sorting between

4An "foreign-born household" is defined as a household headed by an individual not born in the U.S. without any
native-born adults. A "native household" is a household headed by a person born in the U.S. without any foreign-born
adults. I do not include "mixed" households in the analysis.

5In IPUMS I observe the number of rooms in each house, but I do not observe the amount of living space in each
house, so I use number of rooms as a proxy for living area to control for the physical size of the house. Hence, the
regressions in Table 1 compare native and immigrant households in housing units with the same number of rooms.

6This statement assumes household rent is spread evenly among workers in a household. The IPUMS data does not
provide any insight into this question, and the Consumption Expenditure Survey (CEX) does not distinguish between
native and immigrant households. Given the lack of data, this is the most reasonable assumption for how rent burden
is spread across workers in a household.
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natives and immigrants is the result of each group responding to spatial differences in economic
opportunity given differences in the labor mobility and household characteristics of immigrants
and natives. The primary hypothesis of this paper is that immigrants move to high wage, high cost
cities because they are more willing to move to pursue better economic opportunities (they have
more elastic labor mobility) and reduce the effect of rent on their nominal wage by living in larger
households.

I first construct a two-city model of migration based on Moretti (2013). This model fea-
tures two cities, each composed of immigrant and native workers. Immigrants and natives are
q-complements and p-substitutes in local production, and compete in the same housing market.
Immigrants and natives choose to live in a city based on the local wage, rent, and level of ameni-
ties provided in each city, as well as on their idiosyncratic preference for each city. The model takes
seriously the evidence from the literature that immigrants have a higher degree of labor mobility,
and assumes that immigrants spend a smaller fraction of their budget on housing than natives.

The existence of workers who experience economic rents in their preferred city is the most
important feature of the model. These workers ensure both cities will remain populated after a
shock to one city. Hence, workers preferring city A will live in city B if the net benefit of living in
city B exceeds their relative preference for city A. Therefore, only a fraction of the population of
city A will move in response to a local shock in city B, and therefore migration from A to B acts
as a channel through which the shock affects residents of city A. Further, the level of migration in
response to shocks is determined by the housing supply elasticity of each city. Thus, a wage shock
in a city with an inelastic housing supply will produce less migration because housing becomes
relatively more expensive, reducing the net benefit of moving to the city experiencing the shock.

The model predicts, for any given wage shock, more foreign-born workers will move than
native workers to a city with inelastic housing supply for two reasons: the size of the wage shock
needed to move any given number of workers is smaller for immigrants than for natives (their
labor supply is more elastic) and because the wage net of housing cost received by immigrants
will be larger than that of natives for the same given wage shock. The larger the change in the
foreign-born ratio, however, the bigger the wage gap between immigrants and natives: firms pay
natives more to keep them from leaving, and more foreign-born workers means firms can pay them
less. Hence, the model predicts positive wage shocks increase the foreign-born ratio in cities with
restricted housing supply, and also increase the wages of native workers more than the wages of
foreign-born workers.

I test these predictions using data for 252 consistently-defined Metropolitan Statistical Areas
(MSAs) on changes in wages, rent, and employment. I construct a proxy for local labor demand
shocks using the method of Bartik (1991): the local labor demand shock is a weighted average of
national industry trends where local industry employment shares are used as weights. However,
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I propose the use of relative shares of gross value-added by industry to measure national indus-
try trends rather than the typically-used wage or national employment shares. Relative shares of
gross value-added better captures changes in labor demand due differences in technology across
industries than does wages or employment shares. Additionally, relative shares of value added are
available for eleven OECD countries, including the United States. This permits the use of value
added shares of international industries as an instrument for value added shares of U.S. industries,
rendering national industry trends that are completely orthogonal to any supply or demand effects
at the level of U.S. cities.

My empirical results provide support for the predictions of the model. I find a 1% increase
in local labor demand increases the foreign-born ratio in a city with restricted housing supply by
3% and the low-skill foreign-born ratio by 3.6%. Using a geographic measure of housing supply
restrictions, I find a 1% increase in local labor demand increases the foreign-born ratio in a city
with restricted housing supply by 2% and the low-skill foreign-born ratio by 2.5%. I calculate
wage elasticities of migration to cities with restricted housing supply of 1.4 for immigrants and 0.2
for natives, and rent elasticities of migration of 0.9 for immigrants and 0.3 for natives.

This paper contributes to multiple literatures: worker mobility, local effects of local labor
demand shocks, and local effects of housing supply elasticity. These strands of literature, to my
knowledge, have thus far been studied mostly separately. My findings are particularly important
to the study of the Great Divergence, narrowing the class of explanations for the Great Divergence
to those that can explain why skill-based sorting is occurring for natives and not immigrants. That
is, the story of the Great Divergence may have more to do with differences within the native
population than between the high- and low-skill populations.

Two closely related papers are Cadena and Kovak (2016) and Ganong and Shoag (2017). Ca-
dena and Kovak (2016) find low-skilled Mexican immigrants to be more responsive to changes in
labor demand during the Great Recession than their native counterparts. Furthermore, they find
the high mobility of less skilled immigrants partly insulates less mobile native workers from neg-
ative outcomes in depressed labor markets. My findings build upon those of Cadena and Kovak
by extending the analysis to the location choices of immigrants across U.S. cities during a pe-
riod of skill-based worker sorting. Ganong and Shoag (2017) focuses on the role of state-level
land-use regulations in the decline of wage convergence and migration between states since the
1980s, finding states with more land-use regulations tend to have higher wages, but experience
less low-skilled migration, slowing wage convergence between rich and poor states. Similarly, I
find that restrictions on the housing supply of cities effects both the skill and nativity composition
of migration, which influences differential effects of local labor demand shocks between groups of
workers.
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2 Model

In this section I modify the spatial general equilibrium model of Moretti (2013), separating workers
into two groups - natives and immigrants - to understand how worker mobility interacts with the
housing supply elasticity in a city to affect equilibrium wages, rents, and population.

This model treats cities as competitive economies producing a tradeable good y that is con-
sumed everywhere and acts as numeraire. Workers choose to live and work in the city that maxi-
mizes their utility, where they inelastically supply 1 unit of labor and consume 1 unit of housing.
Thus, the supply of labor to each city is determined by a combination of worker location prefer-
ences, wages, amenities, and housing costs in a city. In this model, workers are members of one
of two nativities: they are either native workers (nativity N) or foreign-born workers (nativity F).
The amount of utility native worker i receives from living in city c is represented by the following
indirect utility function:

V N
ic = wN

c −φ
Nrc +AN

c +δ
N
ic , (1)

where wN
c is the log nominal wage paid to native labor in city c, rc is the log rent paid for a

unit of housing in city c, φ N is the share of individual i’s budget going to rent, AN
c is the log value of

amenities in city c to native workers, and δ N
ic is native worker i’s idiosyncratic location preference

for city c. A larger value of δ N
ic represents a stronger preference for city c. This idiosyncratic

preference for city c could be because they were born in city c, or they have family who lives in
the city and they prefer to live nearby, or perhaps city c holds some other personal intrinsic value.

The indirect utility function for foreign-born workers is similar:

V F
ic = wF

c −φ
Frc +AF

c +δ
F
ic . (2)

An important feature of the model is that native and foreign-born workers compete for housing
in city c so that changes in the population of one group affects the cost of living faced by the other
group. The difference between the nominal wage and rent is called net wages.

The stylized facts presented in the introduction show migration is differentiated across both
nativity and skill; however, I will only focus on the differential across nativity in the model. The
primary reason is the data suggests the relevant distinction is between native and foreign-born, and
I work with this simplified distinction to keep the model simple.

I assume native and foreign-born workers work in a single firm to capture the effect of imper-
fect substitution between native and foreign-born workers. This is an important detail to consider
when looking at the effects of productivity shocks on the wages and rents of native and foreign-
born workers who may compete for similar jobs, or enhance the productivity of each through
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complementarity (Peri and Sparber, 2009). Hence, a representative firm per city combines native
and foreign-born workers using Cobb-Douglas technology with constant returns to scale:

ln(yc) = xc +αNc +(1−α)Fc, (3)

where xc is a city-specific, Hicks-neutral productivity shifter, Nc is the log number of native
workers employed in city c, and Fc is the log number of foreign-born workers employed in city c.

Housing is supplied by price-taking developers who build homogeneous housing units in each
city. These developers are assumed to be perfectly mobile and sell housing units to absentee
landlords who rent their housing units to residents at the cost of production:

rc = ζc + γcLc. (4)

The cost of production is decomposed into two main sources: a city-specific fixed cost of
construction, ζc, and the density of housing in city c. The contribution of the density of housing to
the cost of housing in a city is determined by two factors: regulatory and geographic restrictions.
These restrictions can increase the cost of constructing new homes - captured by γc - and log
aggregate housing units within a city, Lc = Nc +Fc.

The parameter γc captures the city-specific way in which local regulatory and geographic
restrictions on new housing will alter the degree by which increases in the population of a city
will change housing prices. Cities that strictly regulate new housing, or with limited land suitable
for development within city-limits, will have a larger value of γc, meaning that an increase in the
number of workers in a city will lead to a relatively larger increase in the rental cost of housing,
reflecting the difficulty of building new housing as an increase in the cost of housing. That is, γc

captures the elasticity of the local supply of housing so that larger values imply a more inelastic
local housing supply.

2.1 Deriving Supply and Demand of Workers and Housing

Supposing there are two cities, city a and city b, we can use worker i’s idiosyncratic location
preference to express her relative preference for city a:

δ
j

ia−δ
j

ib ∼U (−s j,s j), j ∈ {N,F}, (5)

where (−s j,s j) is the support of the uniform distribution from which workers’ relative pref-
erence for city a is drawn; hence, its density is 1

2s j
. Thus, when choosing between cities a and

b, a native worker i will choose to live in city a so long as the difference between net wages and
amenities in cities a and b is smaller than her relative preference for city a, or,
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δ
N
ia −δ

N
ib > (wN

b −φ
Nrb)− (wN

a −φ
Nra)+(AN

b −AN
a ). (6)

The marginal worker, on the other hand, must be indifferent between cities a and b. Hence,
for the marginal worker,

δ
j

ia−δ
j

ib = (w j
b−φ

jrb)− (w j
aφ

j− ra)+(A j
b−A j

a), j ∈ {N,F}. (7)

I use this indifference condition to find the supply of native and foreign-born workers in cities
a and b, as well as the total demand for housing in each city. It is worth discussing an important
difference between the Moretti model and the Rosen-Roback (Rosen (1979) and Roback (1982))
style of spatial equilibrium. In Rosen-Roback, every worker must be indifferent to the city in
which they live, and thus every city must offer the same level of utility. If one city offers greater
utility than the others, perhaps as the result of a productivity shock, every worker will relocate
to that city. In this model, however, only marginal workers are indifferent between cities and
so-called "inframarginal workers" can enjoy economic rents when living in their preferred city.
This is the result of a labor supply curve that is not perfectly elastic for both groups of workers.
Further, because each type of worker has a different elasticity of labor, the migration response to a
productivity shock can be different for each group of workers. Without this feature of the model,
it would not be possible to clearly determine the differential migration response to labor demand
shocks across different housing supply elasticities.

The log native population of city a can be computed as the area of a rectangle, illustrated in
Figure 4,

Na =
N

2sN
[sN− (wN

b −φ
Nrb)− (wN

a −φ
Nra)+(AN

b −AN
a )]. (8)

Solving for (wN
b − φ Nrb)− (wN

a − φ Nra) + (AN
b − AN

a ) yields the marginal native worker’s
relative preference for city a:

sN
(Nb−Na)

N
= (wN

b −φ
Nrb)− (wN

a −φ
Nra)+(AN

b −AN
a ). (9)

This expression tells us exactly how the nominal wage, rent, amenities, and location prefer-
ences interact to determine the local supply of labor in both cities. Comparing Figures 4 and 57

illustrates the intuition that s j governs the responsiveness of workers to differences in net wages
or amenities between cities. When s j is small, workers are more willing to move to the city that
offers a greater net wage or better amenities. When s j is large, workers are less willing to move;

7It is critical to keep in mind that, because the distribution of relative location preferences is uniform across natives
and immigrants, the total area between s j and −s j in each figure must be equal to 1.
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city b must offer higher net wages or better amenities to induce migration from city a. Thus, the
parameter s j determines the elasticity of labor for each type of worker. This is clearly illustrated
by comparing Figures 6 and 7. When the wages of immigrants and natives in city b increases by
the same amount, more immigrants move into City b than natives.

Further, we can rearrange Equation (9) to obtain the inverse of the local supply of labor to city
a, for example,

wN
a = (wN

b −φ
Nrb)+φ

Nra +(AN
b −AN

a )− sN
(Nb−Na)

N
. (10)

Solving a similar expression to Equation (8) for foreign-born workers leads to the equivalent
of Equation (9) for foreign-born workers:

sF
(Fb−Fa)

F
= (wF

b −φ
Frb)− (wF

a −φ
Nra)+(AF

b −AF
a ). (11)

Since native and foreign-born workers compete in the same housing market, the local demand
for housing in city c is the sum of native and foreign-born local housing demand. Further, because
each worker consumes one unit of housing, local demand for housing is equal to the log of the
total population of city c, Lc = Nc +Fc. For example, the inverse of the local demand for housing
in city a is,

ra =
sFNλ N + sNFλ F + sNsF(Lb−La)

sFφ NN + sNφ FF
, (12)

where λ j = w j
a− (w j

b−φ jrb)− (A j
b−A j

a), j ∈ {N,F}.
The representative firm is assumed to be a cost-minimizing price-taker who pays workers a

wage equal to their marginal productivity. For example, the wage earned by native workers in city
c is,

wN
c = xc + ln(α)+(1−α)(Fc−Nc), ∀c ∈ {a,b}. (13)

2.2 Equilibrium

The spatial equilibrium of this model is defined as a set of native and foreign-born populations,
wages, and rents, {N∗c ,F∗c ,wN∗

c ,wF∗
c ,r∗c} ∀c ∈ {a,b}, that arises from clearing the housing market

by setting Equation (4) equal to Equation (12) in each city and clearing the labor market by setting
Equation (10) equal to Equation (13) for both natives and foreign-born in each city. This amounts
to solving a system of 10 equations and 10 unknowns:
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sN
(Nb−Na)

N = (wN
b −φ Nrb)− (wN

a −φ Nra)+(AN
b −AN

a )

sF
(Fb−Fa)

I = (wF
b −φ Frb)− (wF

a −φ Fra)+(AF
b −AF

a )

wN
a = xa + ln(α)+(1−α)(Fa−Na)

wF
a = xa + ln(1−α)+α(Na−Fa)

wN
b = xb + ln(α)+(1−α)(Fb−Nb)

wF
b = xb + ln(1−α)+α(Nb−Fb)

ra = ζa + γa(Na +Fa)

rb = ζb + γb(Nb +Fb)

N = Na +Nb

F = Fa +Fb.

(14)

2.3 The Effect of a Productivity Shock

The objective of the model is to understand how labor mobility, the budget share going to rent, and
housing supply elasticity interact to determine the location choices of natives and foreign-born.
The mechanism used to drive changing wages and rents across cities are shocks to labor demand.
In the model, shocks to labor demand are characterized as productivity shocks.

After obtaining the equilibrium set of populations, wages, and rents, we can explore the effect
of local labor demand shocks: Suppose firms in city b experience a positive productivity shock,
realized in the model as an increase in xb. To aide this example, I plot changes in wages, rents, and
the immigrant-native employment ratio (y-axis) against the location preference of foreign-born

(sF ) on the x-axis. These figures illustrate the evolution of each variable in equilibrium against
different values of the foreign-born location preference (foreign-born mobility). I have set the
location preference of natives, sN , to one and allow the value of foreign-born location preferences,
sF , to vary. Additionally, I have set the housing supply elasticity to one in city a and two in city b.
All changes are measured as a proportion of a 1% increase in city b’s productivity.

Figure 8 illustrates the impact of the productivity increase on the wages of natives. The
productivity shock hits both foreign-born and native workers in city b, increasing their wages. As
natives move from city a to b, the supply of native workers decreases in city a, driving up the
wage firms must pay to keep native workers in city a. This effect is tempered by the mobility of
foreign-born, however. This is due to two effects: when more workers move into city b, city b

becomes less attractive because of the rising cost of living, and the natives who remain in city a are
less productive due to complementarities between foreign-born and natives, reducing the wages of
natives and foreign-born who stay in city a.

Figure 9 displays the change in foreign-born wages in cities a and b due to a positive produc-
tivity shock in city b. The story for foreign-born wages in cities a and b is similar to that of natives:
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when foreign-born are very mobile relative to natives, the wages of foreign-born who remain in
city a increase. The effect of native migration on foreign-born wages is positively correlated with
how complementary they are in production - if natives and foreign-born are less complementary,
the effect is smaller. Similarly, the wages of foreign-born increase (decrease) in city a when they
are more (less) mobile because firms in city a must raise wages to keep foreign-born workers.
The productivity shock in city b increases the wages of foreign-born workers, but migration of
foreign-born workers reduces the effect of the shock.

Figure 10 shows the change in rent in both cities. Foreign-born and natives compete in the
same housing market in each city, so only two figures are needed in this case. The story here is
simple: because the housing supply in city b is inelastic, rent increases substantially when city
b receives a productivity shock. In-migration of workers drives up the cost of living because
constructing new housing units is expensive. Additionally, it is worth keeping in mind that if city b

had a more elastic housing supply, the rental price of housing will increase less, leading to a larger
increase in the real wage in city b. Hence, there would be more in-migration to city b if its housing
supply was more elastic. Further, the rental price of housing falls in city a as workers move to city
b. While the model does not explicitly model vacancies in the housing market, the fall in the rental
price of housing in city a could be interpreted as an increase in the vacancy rate.

Figure 11 illustrates the evolution of the immigrant-native employment ratio - defined as
Fc
Nc
, c ∈ {a,b} - in cities a and b across a range of values of foreign-born mobility, sF . When

foreign-born are very mobile, relatively more foreign-born move from city a to city b to earn
higher wages. Because natives are not as mobile, fewer natives move to city b because of the
much higher cost of housing in city b, thus, the immigrant-native ratio falls in city a. Similarly,
relatively more foreign-born move to city b when location is less important to them, increasing
the immigrant-native ratio in city b, even when the cost of housing rises due to inelastic housing
supply.

Lastly, Table 3 presents the simulated differential responses of wages, rent, and the immigrant-
native population ratio between a world in which cities a and b have the same housing supply
elasticity and a world in which the housing supply in city a is "twice as elastic" relative to city b.
This table essentially represents the model’s prediction of the ideal experiment: put a population
of native and immigrant workers in a room, randomize productivity and housing supply elasticities
in every city, and then ask everyone to pick a city to live in. The results in Table 3 are presented as
difference-in-difference coefficients. That is, empirical results that support the assumptions of the
model should show regression coefficients consistent with the values in Table 3.

Hence, like the literature has found for high-skill workers - they are clustering in cities with
high wages and high cost of living - a similar story will be the case for foreign-born workers if they
spend a smaller share of their budget on rent and have weaker location preferences compared to
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natives. That is, migration to productive cities would be biased toward foreign-born workers rela-
tive to less productive cities. The stylized facts provide evidence this may be the case: migration
appears to be biased toward foreign-born workers, suggesting this group may have weaker location
preferences than native workers. The following empirical analysis will use a plausibly exogenous
proxy for labor demand shocks to test an empirical version of the abstract experiment in Table 3.

3 Data

This paper uses the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS) (Ruggles et al., 2019) from
the 5-percent samples of the 1980, 1990, and 2000 U.S. Decennial Census’s, and the 3-percent sam-
ple of the 2009-2011 3-Year American Community Survey (ACS). The IPUMS contains sample-
weighted, individual-level responses to a wide range of demographic and economic questions such
as income, housing costs, household size, location of residence, migration status, and nativity (i.e.,
native or foreign-born).

I construct economic and demographic variables at the household level, as well as household
characteristics such as household size. The household-level data is then used to compute MSA-
level means wages and rents, as well as population and employment by nativity and skill. Workers
are classified as either native or foreign-born based on place of birth. Additionally, workers are
classified as "high-skill" if they have completed at least 4 years of college. Further, this data is used
to compute the share of employment by industry in each MSA as a measure of the local industrial
composition, used to construct a plausibly exogenous demand shock.

My empirical strategy relies on variation in housing supply elasticity across MSAs to capture
differences in the cost of building new housing in response to changes in the demand for housing.
A variety of factors can affect the cost of building new housing in a particular city, ranging from
geographic features of the land surrounding a city (such as rivers, lakes, or mountains) to regulatory
constraints placed on new housing by state or local government institutions. I use two measures of
housing constraints as proxies for the local housing supply elasticity.

The first is a measure of the regulatory constraints placed on a city’s housing supply. This
measure comes from the Wharton Residential Land-Use Regulation Index (WRLURI) constructed
by Gyourko et al. (2008) using the Wharton regulation survey. The WRLURI is a composite
index measuring the relative degree of regulatory and administrative constraints in communities.
I aggregate this index to MSAs following Saiz (2010). Components of the WRLURI index range
from a Local Political Pressure Index, a Local Zoning Approval Index, to an Approval Delay
Index8. This measure of regulatory constraints is constructed for the year 2008, the only year for

8See Gyourko et al. (2008) for a detailed description of these indices and the construction of the WRLURI com-
posite index.
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which the WRLURI is available. I also use a measure of geographic constraints from Saiz (2010) -
henceforth called the Land Unavailability Index (LUI) - a measure of the share of land unavailable
for development within 50 km of the center of a city. Land unavailable for development is defined
as land covered by a body of water or with a slope of more than 15%. As this is a measure of
geographic constraints to a city’s housing supply, it is fixed over time.

I use these indices of housing supply elasticity in two different ways in the analysis that
follows: 1) I rank cities from lowest to highest index value9, and 2) I define a dummy variable equal
to one for cities with more inelastic housing supplies. Cities with index values above the median
receive a dummy value of one, while those with index values below the median are assigned zero.
In addition to the measures of housing constraints, I construct a plausibly-exogenous proxy for
MSA-level labor demand shocks using the technique of Timothy Bartik (1991). This shock is
constructed as the change in local employment in a city as a weighted average of national industry
growth rates with the local share of employment in each industry used as weights. To measure
the national growth rate of industries over the time period of interest, I use changes in gross value
added over each decade between 1980 and 2010 constructed using industry-level data provided
by the 2012 release of the EU KLEMS database (O’Mahony and Timmer, 2009). This database
contains gross value added for 34 1-to 2-digit NACE 2 industries in the United States and 10 other
OECD countries.

Lastly, to control for changes in local amenities, I construct an index of MSA-level amenities
similar to Diamond (2016). This index includes data on the number of establishments per 1000
people in a range of local industry sectors, the rate of violent and property crimes per 1000 per-
sons, three measures of local air quality, the local unemployment rate, and the local employment-
population ratio. Establishment count data comes from the 1979, 1989, 1999, and 2009 County
Business Patterns (CBP). MSA-level counts are constructed by aggregating county-level estab-
lishment counts. Establishments from five industry categories are included in this measure: Art
& Recreation, Education, Food, Retail, and Transportation10. Data on the rates of violent and
property crime come from county-level arrest data obtained through the Uniform Crime Reporting
(UCR) Program. Measures of local air quality include the annual median Air Quality Index (AQI),
as well as counts of the number of days annually of Unhealthy air quality (AQI > 150) and Haz-
ardous air quality (AQI > 300). Air quality data comes from the EPA’s annual Air Quality Index
Daily Values Report.

9Higher index values represent more restriction on housing supply.
10The Art & Recreation category includes movie theaters, museums, historical sites, zoos, and other similar es-

tablishments; the Education category includes elementary & secondary schools, junior colleges, and other colleges,
universities, and professional schools; the Food category includes fast-food & traditional restaurants, grocery & con-
venience stores, and beverage bars (alcoholic and other); the Retail category includes clothing & shoe stores (Men’s,
women’s, and others); and the Transportation category includes Limousine, Ambulance, and special needs services,
as well as scenic & sightseeing transportation services.
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The unit of analysis is the Metropolitan Statistical Area. The MSA is a somewhat problematic
geographic unit, particularly because the definition of MSAs are redefined every decade by the U.S.
Office of Management and Budget (OMB). Some MSAs are divided or combined depending on
changes in population or economic linkages. Ideally, I would like to choose a geographic unit
that is static over the time period of interest to remove the effect of compositional or legal changes
brought about by boundary changes. However, my choice of geographic unit is mostly data-driven:
data on housing supply constraints is currently only available for the 1999 definition of MSAs and
US Census data is also available for MSAs. To address these changes over time, I have selected the
subset of MSAs that are available in every sample year of the Census and ACS, following Diamond
(2016). MSAs not available in every sample year, as well as all rural areas, are aggregated to a
single observation per state. This provides a balanced panel of 252 MSAs that fully covers the U.S.
in all four sample years for a total of 1,008 observations.

4 Empirical Strategy

The model of section 2 produces straightforward predictions for changes in wages, rents, and the
employment of natives and foreign-born after a productivity shock when foreign-born households
spend less on housing than native households and when foreign-born workers have greater labor
mobility than natives. This section outlines the empirical strategy I undertake to test for these
equilibrium relationships in the data.

4.1 Specification

This section details the specification I use to measure the reduced-form equilibrium effect of a labor
demand shock on each dependent variable from section 2.3. I estimate a difference-in-difference
specification using OLS. On the left-hand side is a dependent variable from the model, such as
the change in the wage earned by natives, and on the right-hand side is the productivity shock its
interaction with a measure of the local housing supply elasticity The coefficient on the interacted
term will tell us the reduced form, differential effect of the Bartik labor demand shock on the
equilibrium wage, rent, and population in cities with more inelastic housing supplies relative to
cities with more elastic housing supplies.

I estimate the following equation:

4Yct = a+at +β1Dc +β2Bartikct +β3[Dc×Bartikct ]+β44Act +β5Xc1980 + εct , (15)

where at captures decade fixed effects, Dc is a dummy variable equal to 1 when the housing
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supply in city c is relatively inelastic based on two measures of the local housing supply elasticity,
4Act represents a vector of changes in city-level amenities11 in city c at time t, and Xc1980 is a
vector of the (log) average household rent and wage in city c in the year 1980. I include these
controls to account for initial differences in wages and cost of living across cities. 4Bartikc,t is
the change in employment predicted by a proxy for exogenous changes in labor demand in city
c at time t to be discussed in section 4.2. 4Yct represents the change in six city-level endoge-
nous variables of interest: the (log) average native household wage, the (log) average foreign-born
household wage, average household rent, the high-skill employment ratio (High−skill employment

Low−skill employment ),
the immigrant-native employment ratio ( Immigrant employment

Native employment ), and the low-skill immigrant-native

employment ratio ( Immigrant employment low skill

Native employment low skill ). The 4 operator represents the first difference over
a decade; for example, the first difference of the log native household wage between 1990 and
2000. Thus, there is no need to include MSA fixed effects as they are implicitly removed by first
differencing.

I estimate Equation (15) using two proxies for local housing supply elasticity described in
section 3. I define a dummy variable, Dc, for each proxy as equal to 1 when a city’s index value
exceeds the median. In the tables that follow I will refer to the dummy based on the WRLURI
proxy for housing supply elasticity as "HighLURI", and the dummy based on the LUI proxy as
"HighLUI." I choose to implement these measures as dummy variables because this provides the
cleanest interpretation of regression coefficients. This not without drawbacks: because the mea-
sures are continuous indices, the cut-off is somewhat arbitrary and will assign different dummy
values to cities with similar index values on either side of the cut-off, where small differences in
index values may not be meaningful. The best way to interpret this dummy variable is that a value
of 1 indicates a group of cities with housing supplies that are relatively inelastic.

4.2 An Instrument for Changes in Local Labor Demand

When a city receives a labor demand shock that raises wages, the city becomes more attractive to
workers, and workers will migrate. This in-migration also generates its own migration response:
in-migrating workers increase competition for housing, raising the cost of housing, leading to out-
migration by some existing workers seeking lower housing costs. Alternatively, agglomeration
forces may drive additional productivity gains through technological progress or worker comple-
mentarities (Moretti (2004), Glaeser and Gottlieb (2009), Glaeser and Resseger (2009), Desmet
and Rossi-Hansberg (2009)). Ultimately, observed changes in city population are endogenous, as
are changes in wages, rents, and most other characteristics. Hence, identifying the effect of a local

11Local amenities are measured as the number of establishments per 1000 people in a range of local industry sectors,
the rate of violent and property crimes per 1000 persons, three measures of local air quality, the local unemployment
rate, and the local employment-population ratio.
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labor demand shock on local employment, wage, and rent for natives and foreign-born requires
exogenous variation in labor demand across cities.

As a measure of exogenous labor demand shocks at the city level, I propose a proxy for local
productivity shocks in the spirit of Timothy Bartik (1991). The vast majority of research utilizing
the Bartik labor demand shock12 measures the national trend in labor demand by constructing a
time series of industry employment or wage changes at the national level. The local Bartik shock is
then constructed by taking a weighted average of these national industry changes, using as weights
the local share of employment by industry (the local industry composition). This paper proposes
a different measure of national industry trends: changes in shares of U.S. gross value-added by
industry.

To measure an industry’s relative share of gross national value added I use country-level data
from the EU KLEMS database (O’Mahony and Timmer, 2009). This database contains value-
added data for 34 industries using the NACE 2 classification system at the one- to two-digit
industry-level from 1977 to 2010. It is constructed from detailed industry input-output tables using
a growth accounting framework. The latest release of the database includes gross value-added data
from 11 OECD countries13, including the United States. I have mapped the industries used by
IPUMS (based on the Census’s 1990 industry classification system) to 26 one- to two-digit NACE
2 industries14.

Constructing the labor demand shock using changes in value added shares offers a few ad-
vantages over using employment or wages. Using value-added data ensures shocks directly reflect
variation in local economic activity - cities with large employment shares in economically im-
portant industries will experience greater economic growth than cities with industries declining in
importance. These growing industries drive local demand for labor, attracting workers. Further,
the presence of these growing industries drives additional labor demand in other local industries, as
the agglomeration literature has long observed that firms locate in areas where economic activity
is dense Moretti (2011). The existence of the fast-growing, economically important IT industry in
Silicon Valley, for example, drives demand for labor in many local industry sectors such as retail
and food services, transportation, and construction. Hence, changes in industry shares of gross
value-added will more directly capture the "economic importance" of these industries in driving

12Bartik (1991), Blanchard and Katz (1992), Notowidigdo (2011), and Diamond (2016) are among the most promi-
nent.

13These 11 OECD countries are: Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, the United
Kingdom, the United States, and Japan.

14The EU KLEMS database reports data for 34 industries, but this includes as industries "Activities of households
as employers; undifferentiated goods- and services-producing activities of households for own use" and "Activities
of extraterritorial organizations and bodies." These industries are inconsistently measured in time across countries,
IPUMS does not include similar activities, and they are quite small, so their exclusion should have negligible impact
on my estimates. Further, I aggregate some two-digit NACE 2 industries to the one-digit level to ensure all industries
are matched appropriately across the IPUMS and NACE 2 industry classification schemes.
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the location choices of workers, even outside the IT industry. Further, the overall share of employ-
ment in these industries may be small relative to their importance to the local economy; changes
in value-added will do a better job of capturing this significance.

Figure 14 aggregates 32 NACE 2 industries into four categories: high-skill-intensive services
and manufacturing, and low-skill-intensive services and manufacturing. Industries are defined as
either a service or manufacturing industry according to their NACE 2 classification, and are further
classified as either high-skill- or low-skill-intensive according to the share of labor compensa-
tion paid to high-skill workers15 following Buera and Kaboski (2012) and Buera et al. (2015)16.
The evolution of the distribution of economic activity across industries is clear: while the share
of gross value added contributed by high-skill-intensive manufacturing and low-skill-intensive ser-
vices have remained relatively constant over the entire 33-year time horizon, the share of economic
activity contributed by high-skill-intensive services and low-skill-intensive manufacturing have di-
verged substantially. The transition of economic activity toward high-skill-intensive services re-
flects the rise in demand for high-skill labor documented by Katz and Murphy (1992), and an
extensive literature examined by Acemoglu and Autor (2011). Further, the movement of the bulk
of economic activity from low-skill-intensive manufacturing to high-skill-intensive services also
reflects polarization in the labor market, where rapid computerization of routine-task-intensive jobs
has "hollowed out" the middle of the skill distribution and moved wage and employment growth
to the tails, a fact first documented by Autor and Dorn (2013).

Figures 15 and 16 document the relationship between 1980 local employment in high-skill
services and low-skill manufacturing with the 30-year change in local employment. Figure 1517

plots the share of workers employed in high-skill-intensive services18 in 1980 against total em-
ployment growth over the 1980-2010 period. Hence, a 1% increase in the share of employment in
high-skill-intensive services in 1980 is associated with a 1.1% increase in total employment over
the following 30 years; the relationship with wage and rent growth over the same period is even
stronger. Figure 1619 plots the share of MSA workers employed in low-skill-intensive manufac-
turing in 1980 against total employment growth over the 1980-2010 period. Here, a 1% increase
in the share of employment in low-skill-intensive manufacturing in 1980 is associated with a 1.4%
decline in total employment growth over the next 30 years; the association with declines in wages

15High-skill workers are defined in the EU KLEMS database as workers holding at least a 4-year college degree.
16I use a newer release of the EU KLEMS data that uses the newer NACE 2 classification scheme rather than the

NACE 1 scheme. The European Commission provides a crosswalk from NACE 1 to NACE 2 that I use to verify that I
identify the same industries as high-skill- or low-skill-intensive as the existing literature.

17β = 1.10 and s.e.= 0.721.
18The x-axis of Figure 15 includes workers of all skill levels who are employed in a service industry identified as

being "high-skill intensive." The x-axis of Figure 16 is similar: it includes workers of all skill levels employed in a
manufacturing industry identified as being "low-skill intensive."

19β =−1.41 and s.e.= 0.333
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and rent is even stronger.
These figures show cities in 1980 with a higher share of employment in industries that see

relative gains in their share of gross value-added over the following 30 years experienced wage,
rent, and employment growth; cities in 1980 with a higher share of employment in industries
that experienced relative declines also experienced declining wages, rent, and employment. These
figures demonstrate the trends we see in the gross value added data have a strong and meaningful
relationship with the fate of cities over the past 30 years.

To construct the Bartik instrument for local productivity shocks, I interact the change in in-
dustry j’s share of U.S. gross value added between years t− 10 and t with industry j’s share of
total employment in metro area c in year t−10. That is, I construct the following predicted change
in MSA employment:

Bartikc,t =
J

∑
j=1

ϕc, j,t−10× (
ν j,t−νc,t−10

νc,t−10
), t ∈ {1990,2000,2010} (16)

where ϕc, j,t−10 is industry j’s share of city c employment at time t−10 and ν j,t is industry j’s
share of U.S. gross value added at time t. For the remainder of the paper I refer to this instrument
as the Bartik shock.

The interaction of the Bartik shock with local housing supply elasticity gives the reduced form
equilibrium relationship between each endogenous variable of interest and a labor demand shock
across different elasticities of the local housing supply. That is, we can measure the differential
response in each endogenous variable across different housing supply elasticities when MSAs are
hit with labor demand shocks.

5 Main Results

In this section I test the empirical implications of the model discussed in section 2 using the labor
demand shock developed in the previous section. The model produces the following predictions as
the result of foreign-born workers having higher labor mobility than natives: When MSAs are hit
with labor demand shocks,

1. The wages of natives living in nonrestricted-housing-supply MSAs grow more slowly than
the wages of natives living in restricted-housing-supply MSAs after a labor demand shock;

2. Labor demand shocks cause the wages of foreign-born workers living in nonrestricted-
housing-supply MSAs to grow faster than the wages of foreign-born workers living in restricted-
housing-supply MSAs;
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3. In restricted-housing-supply MSAs, labor demand shocks cause housing costs to grow faster
than in nonrestricted-housing-supply MSAs; and

4. The Immigrant-Native employment ratio decreases in nonrestricted-housing-supply MSAs
as natives move to the city with lower housing costs while the Immigrant-Native employment
ratio rises in restricted-housing-supply cities as foreign-born workers are attracted to higher
wages, being less deterred by high housing costs.

First, I will discuss the estimates of the change in the wages paid to native and foreign-born work-
ers, and rents paid, across housing supply elasticity after cities are hit with labor demand shocks.
Next, I will examine the differential effects of labor demand shocks on MSA employment ratios
across housing supply elasticity.

5.1 Native and Foreign-born Wages and Average Rent

Table 4 reports the estimates of the effect of the Bartik labor demand shock and its interaction with
housing supply elasticity on changes in the wages of native and foreign-born workers, as well as
changes in average rent. Each set of estimates includes decade fixed effects; the specifications esti-
mated in columns (2), (5), and (8) add controls for the change in local amenities; and columns (3),
(6), and (9) add additional controls for the average MSA wage and rent in 1980 as preperiod con-
trols. Panel A reports results when utilizing the Wharton Residential Land-Use Regulatory Index
(WRLURI) proxy for housing supply elasticity, while Panel B reports the results when utilizing
the Land Unavailability Index (LUI) proxy for housing supply elasticity.

Focusing on Panel A, columns (1)-(3) estimate the effect of the Bartik demand shock across
housing supply elasticity on the change in the wages of natives. We can see the estimates of the
noninteracted Bartik shock are both significant and smaller than 1, while the effects of the Bartik
shock on native wages in restricted-housing-supply MSAs are both significant and positive. Hence,
a labor demand shock of equal magnitude generates greater wage growth for natives in restricted-
housing-supply MSAs than in nonrestricted-housing-supply MSAs, a result the model predicts is
due to a slower migration response from natives to the labor demand shock. It is worth noting this
result is not completely new to the literature, Saks (2008) found higher wages after a labor demand
shock in places with an inelastic housing supply. However, Saks did not differentiate between the
wages of natives and immigrants and used a sample of only 72 metropolitan areas.

Columns (4)-(6) show estimates of the effect of the Bartik demand shock on the change in
foreign-born wages by housing supply elasticity. Unlike the wages of natives, labor demand shocks
do not have the same effect on wage growth for foreign-born workers in restricted-housing-supply
MSAs - growth in wages is no faster in restricted-housing-supply MSAs than in nonrestricted
MSAs. However, wage growth for foreign-born workers in nonrestricted-housing-supply MSAs
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is not found to be faster than natives. This is potentially a sign the native-immigrant complemen-
tarity implied by the Cobb-Douglas specification of production is too strong to fit the observed
data. Another potential explanation not captured by the model is that labor demand shocks in
nonrestricted-housing-supply MSAs may create an additional immigration response, such as in
California’s Central Valley, where immigrants make up nearly the entire labor force of farm work-
ers. In any case, it is important to note that foreign-born workers see increases in their wages in
MSAs receiving positive labor demand shocks.

Columns (7)-(9) show estimates of the effect of the Bartik demand shock on the change in
average rent by housing supply elasticity. These results follow the model quite closely: a labor
demand shock increases the rent in nonrestricted-housing-supply MSAs by an amount smaller than
the shock - an elastic response - while the same labor demand shock increases the average rent in
restricted-housing-supply MSAs by an amount larger than the shock - an inelastic response. This
is a due to the extra cost (either in resources, time, or both) of building new housing in response to
migration creating a tighter housing market, thereby increasing the price of housing. Saks (2008)
found a similar effect of labor demand shocks on housing prices in cities with an inelastic housing
supply.

Turning our attention to Panel B, which changes the measure of housing supply elasticity to
the Land Unavailability Index, we see the estimates of the differential impact of labor demand
shocks across different housing supply elasticities is quite similar. In MSAs with an inelastic
housing supply, growth in the wages of natives is higher, growth in the wages of foreign-born
workers is lower, and growth in the cost of housing is higher, than the labor demand shock. These
results are identical to Panel A in sign and relationship with the labor demand shock, and consistent
with the predictions of the model.

5.2 Population Ratios

Table 5 reports the results of estimating the effect of the Bartik labor demand shock on the change
in the foreign-born ratio, the low-skill-foreign-born ratio, and the high-skill ratio20. This table
follows the same structure as Table 5 in terms of the controls that are included under each column,
and both panels feature a different measure of housing supply elasticity at the MSA level.

Columns (1)-(3) of Panel A report the estimates of the effect of the Bartik shock on the MSA-
level change in the Foreign-born ratio differentially across housing supply elasticity as measured
by the WRLURI. We can see that when an MSA with an elastic housing supply receives a positive

20Recall these ratios are defined, respectively, as foreign-born population
native population , foreign-born populationlow-skill

native populationlow-skill , and

high-skill population
low-skill population .
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labor demand shock, the effect is an imprecisely measured negative effect. This imprecise nega-
tive effect could be because native workers are more likely to locate in these cities with growing
labor demand but less expensive housing. MSAs with an inelastic housing supply, on the other
hand, experience significant growth in the foreign-born ratio as the result of a labor demand shock.
This result suggests that foreign-born persons are attracted to higher wages even in cities with
higher housing costs: we know MSAs with an inelastic housing supply have higher wages, so an
equally-sized increase in wages in these cities translates to a larger nominal wage. Additionally,
as suggested by the stylized facts of Section ??, this rather large effect is likely a combination of
foreign-born in-migration and native out-migration.

Similarly, columns (4)-(6) of Panel A show an even stronger positive effect of the labor de-
mand shock on changes in the low-skill-foreign-born ratio. Combined with the stylized facts and
the results discussed above, this large positive effect could be partly the result of low-skill native
out-migration. Since we know high-skill native workers are migrating to high-wage cities (Costa
and Kahn (2000), Shapiro (2006), Moretti (2012), Moretti (2013), Ganong and Shoag (2017), and
Diamond (2016)) - cities likely to have an inelastic housing supply - we should expect to find a
larger effect on the low-skill-foreign-born ratio if it is indeed the case that migration to these cities
has been skill- and nativity-biased.

Additionally, I estimate the effect of the Bartik shock on changes in the high-skill ratio as a test
that my empirical strategy confirms results from the existing literature studying the migration of
high-skill workers over the past three decades. Like the existing literature21, the estimates reported
in columns (7)-(9) of Panel A are consistent with the migration of high-skill workers to rich cities
that are also experiencing faster growth in the cost of housing. The high-skill ratio in MSAs with
an elastic housing supply is either shrinking or stagnant, while it is growing in MSAs with an
inelastic housing supply.

Panel B reports similar results for regressions using the Land Unavailability Index. These
results are quite similar to the estimates found in Panel A, though the estimates are less precisely
measured. The change in the foreign-born ratio is large and positive, while the change in the low-
skill-foreign-born ratio is larger and also positive, as in Panel A. The effect of the labor demand
shock on the change in the high-skill ratio, however, is an imprecisely measured positive effect.
Like in Panel A, the effect on MSAs with an elastic housing supply is either close to zero or nega-
tive. The more imprecisely measured results in Panel B may be the result of a weaker connection
between average wages and rent found in the stylized facts of Section ??, such that some cities that
are geographically restricted may not share as many of the qualities high-skill and foreign-born
workers find attractive as cities with regulatory restrictions.

21See Berry and Glaeser (2005), Beaudry et al. (2010), Moretti (2013), Notowidigdo (2011), and Diamond (2016)
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5.3 Estimating Migration Elasticities

The model presented in Section 2 relies on a parameter that captures the elasticity of labor mobility
for immigrants and natives - sI and sN , respectively. In the preceding analysis I have estimated
changes in wages, rent, and population ratios as predicted by a plausibly exogenous labor demand
shock for natives and immigrants. Thus, with an extra regression to estimate the change in the
local immigrant and native populations, separately, these coefficients can be used to construct an
estimate of the implied elasticities of migration with respect to wages and rent for each nativity
group and both housing supply elasticity groups. To this, I construct the following quantities to
estimate these migration elasticities:

4ln(Population) j
d

4ln(Wages) j
d

≈
4ln(Pop) j

d
4ln(Bartik)

\
4ln(Wages) j

d
4ln(Bartik)

and
4ln(Population) j

d

4ln(Rent) j
d

≈
4ln(Pop) j

d
4ln(Bartik)

\
4ln(Rent) j

d
4ln(Bartik)

where j ∈ {N, I} is the nativity of workers and d ∈ {elastic, inelastic} is the housing supply elas-
ticity group.

Table 6 reports the estimates of the above migration elasticities. The first three rows report the
regression coefficients used to compute the implied elasticities shown in the remaining two rows.
The first supercolumn reports the native and immigrant migration elasticities to cities with an
elastic housing supply, while the second supercolumn reports the native and immigrant migration
elasticities to cities with an inelastic housing supply.

The main takeaway from this table is that, as the main results find, the migration of natives is
very inelastic to cities with an inelastic housing supply, while migration of immigrants is relatively
more elastic. Interestingly, natives seem to be highly responsive to changes in rent in cities with an
elastic housing supply, while immigrants are highly responsive to changes in wages in cities with
an inelastic housing supply. This is somewhat paradoxical as immigrant workers saw the smallest
increase in wages after a labor demand shock while their rents increased, but may be the result
of differences between the types of workers moving to each place. Understanding more about the
nuances of the types of workers choosing to locate in each type of city, as well as what features of
these cities are most attractive to these workers, is potentially a promising area of future research.

6 An Alternate Explanation and a Robustness Check

6.1 Existing Immigrants as an Amenity

The main hypothesis of this paper is that the elasticity of labor mobility is greater for immigrants
than for native workers, and this is the reason productive cities with higher wages and rents have
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larger shares of immigrants. An alternative explanation of this phenomenon is that immigrants
want to live in communities with other immigrants, and thus the existing immigrant population acts
as an amenity to other immigrants. If this is the case, then an exogenous shock of immigrants will
lead to an increase in the native-immigrant population ratio. Further, if constrained-housing-supply
cities receive the exogenous, positive immigration shocks, we should also observe immigrant-
biased migration to these cities that is unrelated to immigrant labor mobility.

To test this alternative explanation, I construct a widely-used proxy for exogenous immigra-
tion shocks to the local labor supply: the ethnic enclave shift-share instrument (Altonji and Card
(1991), Card (2001), Cortes (2008)). The ethnic enclave shift-share instrument recognizes that
immigrants tend to live in communities with other immigrants of the same ethnicity; hence, an
ethnic enclave. I construct the instrument using the 1980 distribution of 15 groups of foreign birth
places22 in an MSA. I then grow the population of immigrants in an MSA over time by interacting
the growth factor of each birth place group nationally with the local population of each birth place
group in 1980. Critically, exogeneity requires the distribution of birth place groups in 1980 be
uncorrelated with future changes in local labor demand.

The imputed immigrant population in an MSA after 1980 is constructed according to,

Îc,t =
B

∑
b=1

Ib,c,1980×
Ib,t

Ib,1980
, (17)

where Ib,t is the national population of birth group b in time t and Ib,c,1980 is the population of
birth group b in city c in 1980. Changes in an MSA’s immigrant population are then computed by,

4Enclavec,t =
Îc,t− Îc,t−10

Îc,t−10 +Nc,t−10
, t ∈ {1990,2000,2010} (18)

where Îc,t is the imputed population of immigrants in city c in time t and Nc,t is the observed
population of natives in city c in time t.

I use the enclave immigrant shock in two ways: first, I re-estimate 15 to control for any bias
due to supply-side variation in immigration. The results of this exercise are reported in Tables
7 and 8. The enclave immigrant shock doesn’t affect the coefficients on the Bartik shock or its
interaction with the housing supply elasticity too much. The enclave instrument itself does have
some effect on wages and rent, not surprisingly, but has little effect on changes in the population
ratios - the differential effect of the Bartik shock across housing supply elasticity remains robust.

Second, I estimate a new specification that replaces the Bartik labor demand shock with the

22These birth place groups are: Canada, Mexico, Western Europe, Eastern Europe, China, Japan, Korea, the Philip-
pines, Vietnam, India, Africa, Oceania, other Asian countries, other Central and South American countries, and all
other countries.
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enclave immigration shock:

4Yct = a+at +_1Dc +µ2Enclavect +µ3[Dc×Enclavect ]+µ44Act +µ5Xc1980 + εct , (19)

where at captures decade fixed effects, Dc is a dummy variable equal to 1 when the housing
supply in city c is relatively inelastic, 4Act represents a vector of changes in city-level amenities
in city c at time t, and Xc1980 is a vector of the (log) average household rent and wage in city
c in 1980. This specification tests the differential response of wages, rents, and the immigrant-
native population ratio across housing supply elasticity. If immigrants are moving to constrained-
housing-supply cities because of a preference for living in the same cities as other immigrants -
that is, immigrants act as a positive amenity for other immigrants - then the enclave immigrant
shock should also be associated with positive changes in the immigrant-native population ratio in
constrained-housing-supply cities.

The results of estimating equation 19 are reported in Tables 9 and 10. The enclave immigrant
shock does have an effect on the wages of natives and immigrant, as well as on rents, but this
effect is small and does not vary when a city has a constrained housing supply, at least with the
chosen threshold. Further, the enclave immigrant shock has little effect on the foreign-born, low-
skill-foreign-born, or high-skill ratios in either unconstrained or constrained cities. These results
suggest my main results are not driven by supply-side changes in immigrants, and are robust to
comparing cities experiencing similar immigration shocks.

6.2 Threats to Identification

My estimation strategy faces two main threats to identification: The first threat originates with the
housing supply elasticity measures, while the second comes from assuming the Bartik shock is
exogenous.

The main issue with the measures of housing supply elasticity is the WRLURI and LUI are
not panel measures - they are measures at a single point in time, and enter Equation (15) as fixed
across decades. Hence, my specification implicitly assumes the same cities that have relatively
more inelastic housing supplies in 2008 also had relatively more inelastic housing supplies in
1980. While it is not clear whether this is true for all cities in my sample, the existing literature
does provide some help.

Saks (2008) constructs a composite index from six surveys of housing supply regulations.
These surveys covered various jurisdictions from cities to states and date from the mid-1970s to
the late-1980s; all but one survey collected data before 1985. However, not all metropolitan areas
are surveyed in each source - Saks is able to generate the composite index for only 83 metropolitan
areas. As a quick check on the persistence of housing supply regulations, I visually compared
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the ranking of MSAs using the composite index of Saks (2008) with the ranking of MSAs under
the WRLURI. While each index doesn’t observe all of the same metro areas, cities that tend to
be highly ranked using Saks’ index are also highly ranked under the WRLURI; many low-ranked
cities in Saks’ index have similarly low ranks in the WRLURI. While not an ideal test, this suggests
there is some degree of persistence in relative housing supply elasticity.

The second threat to identification with my estimation strategy is the assumption of exogene-
ity. The Bartik instrument must be uncorrelated with the error term and also must satisfy the
exclusion restriction. While I estimate reduced form equations based on analytic results from the
model, where exogeneity is a structural assumption, the reliability of my reduced form estimates
depends on the empirical validity of exogeneity. To address this threat to identification, I employ
an instrument for changes in U.S. value added shares in a robustness check.

6.2.1 An Instrument for the Bartik Shock

To ensure the instrument meets the exclusion restriction, some authors compute the Bartik instru-
ment by leaving out each city’s own contribution to national changes. However, this could create
new biases when industries are concentrated in one or a few cities. For example, 20% of total
employment in "Coke and refined petroleum products" was located in the Houston, TX MSA in
2010, up from 10% in 1980. Los Angeles, CA was home to 15% of "Textiles, wearing apparel,
leather, and related products" employment in 2010. Additionally, at least 10% of total employment
in multiple industries across all years is concentrated in the New York, NY MSA. Ideally, construc-
tion of the instrument should include these MSAs in the national trend. Including these localities,
however, could violate the exclusion restriction as many city-level characteristics are influenced
by the composition of local industry. While the data on changes in value added shares in the U.S.
does not allow the removal of the contribution from each local industry, the international scope
of EU KLEMS admits an alternate strategy: I use changes in gross national value added shares
from 10 other OECD countries. The trends in gross national value added shares in these countries
closely matches the trends in the United States23, and yet are unlikely to be correlated with any
local characteristics of U.S. cities24.

I construct an instrument for the Bartik shock using the change in value-added share by in-
dustry as measured by the average change in gross national value added shares across 10 OECD
countries25. I recalculate the Bartik shock as,

23See Buera et al. (2015) for detailed documentation of these similarities.
24This method is similar in application to Ellison et al. (2010) who use input-output measures for UK industries as

instruments for U.S. input-output relationships to obtain unbiased measures of agglomeration forces that are orthogo-
nal to endogenous variation in the coagglomeration patterns of U.S. industries.

25These 10 OECD countries are: Austria, Belgium, Spain, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, and
the United Kingdom.
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BartikOECD
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J

∑
j=1

ϕc, j,t−10× (
ν

OECD
j,t −νOECD

c,t−10

ν
OECD
c,t−10

), t ∈ {1990,2000,2010} (20)

where ϕc, j,t−10 is industry j’s share of city c employment at time t−10 and ν
OECD
j,t is industry

j’s average share of gross value added across 10 OECD countries at time t. I use BartikOECD
c,t - the

OECD Bartik shock - as an instrument for Bartikc,t , and re-estimate equation 15.
The trend in value added shares across industries are quite similar among all 11 OECD coun-

tries, but changes in the share of value added by industry in OECD countries should be uncorrelated
with any local characteristics of U.S. cities.

6.2.2 First-Stage Results

The instrumental variables approach to estimating equation 15 treats4Bartikct and Dc×4Bartikct

as endogenous regressors. Hence, at least two excluded instruments are needed for a just-identified
model. I use both 4BartikOECD

ct and Dc×4BartikOECD
ct as instruments for the respective right-

hand side endogenous variables. Thus, I must estimate two first-stages - one for each excluded
instrument.

Table 11 shows the results of each first-stage using the change in the OECD Bartik Shock
and its interaction with local housing supply elasticity as instruments for changes in the U.S. Bar-
tik Shock across housing supply elasticity. Columns (1) and (2) show how well the OECD Bartik
shock predicts the change in the U.S. Bartik shock without the inclusion of any included exogenous
regressors other than decade fixed effects. Columns (3) and (4) add controls for changes in local
amenities as included exogenous regressors. Columns (5) and (6) add the local mean wage and
rent in 1980 as included exogenous regressors. We see the predictive power is strong in all cases:
the coefficients on the instruments are statistically significant and close to one across all columns,
though the interacted instrument is not too correlated with the noninteracted Bartik shock, though
this isn’t surprising. The Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F statistic26, a heteroskedastic-robust weak
identification test of the excluded instruments, ranges between 115 and 107 when using the WR-
LURI and between 82 and 80 when using the LUI. These values are relative to a critical value of
7.03 under the most rigorous size reported27.

6.2.3 Instrumental Variables Results

Table 12 presents the results of estimating equation 15 when the Bartik Shock is instrumented
by the OECD Bartik Shock, estimated using 2-step Generalized Method of Moments (GMM).

26See Kleibergen and Paap (2006) for a discussion of this statistic.
27See Stock and Yogo (2005) for a table of critical values and corresponding test sizes for the Kleibergen-Paap rk

Wald F statistic for two endogenous regressors and two exogenous instruments.
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Columns (1)-(3) report estimates of the effect of the Bartik shock on the mean wage paid to native
workers, columns (4)-(6) report estimates of the effect of the Bartik shock on the mean wage paid
to foreign-born workers, and columns (7)-(9) report estimates of the effect of the Bartik shock
on mean rent. All columns include decade fixed effects, the second column for each dependent
variable adds controls for the change in local amenities, and the third column for each dependent
variable adds additional controls for the average MSA wage and rent in 1980 as pre-period controls.
Panel A reports estimates using the WRLURI measure of housing supply elasticity, while Panel B
reports estimates using the LUI measure of housing supply elasticity.

Focusing on Panel A, I find the results across every dependent variable are quite similar to
the OLS estimates in section 5.1. Like in Table 4, I find the average wage paid to natives increases
as a result of the Bartik shock in both restricted and nonrestricted-housing-supply cities, but the
average wage paid to natives increases by a larger amount in restricted-housing-supply cities. That
is, a 1% increase in the Bartik shock is associated with an increase in the average wage paid
to natives of approximately 0.7% in nonrestricted-housing-supply cities, while the average wage
paid to natives increased by approximately 1.4% in restricted-housing-supply cities. Similarly,
the increase in the average wage paid to foreign-born workers is found to not be significantly
different from zero, though the point estimates do suggest a larger increase in wages than the OLS
results. The estimates of the change in average rent are quite similar to the OLS results, though the
difference between restricted- and nonrestricted-housing-supply MSAs is not statistically different
from zero.

Turning our attention to Panel B, the results look mostly quite similar to the IV results in
Panel A and the OLS results in Table 4 with the exception of the results for changes in the average
wage paid to foreign-born workers: the Bartik shock increases averages wages paid to foreign-born
workers much more in restricted-housing-supply cities. This result runs counter to the predictions
of the model.

Table 13 is similar in structure to Table 5, reporting the effect of changes in the Bartik shock
on changes in the foreign-born ratio, the low-skill-foreign-born ratio, and the high-skill ratio. The
IV results are also quite similar to the OLS results. In Panel A, I find a 1% change in the Bartik
shock changes the foreign-born ratio in nonrestricted-housing-supply MSAs by -1.5% and by 4.4%
in restricted-housing-supply MSAs, changes the low-skill-foreign-born ratio by -1.8% and 5.6%,
and has no statistically significant effect on the high-skill ratio. The estimates reported in Panel B
are quite similar to the OLS estimates found in Panel B of Table 5, and are similarly less precise
than when using the WRLURI measure of housing supply elasticity. Overall, these results are
consistent with the predictions of the model, which predicts the foreign-born ratio to decrease
in nonrestricted-housing-supply MSAs and increase in restricted-housing-supply MSAs. Worth
noting are the estimated coefficients in columns (1)-(6) on the noninteracted Bartik shock - the
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effect on nonrestricted-housing-supply MSAs.
Unlike the OLS results in Table 5, the IV estimator precisely estimates a negative effect of

the shock on the ratios of foreign-born and low-skill-foreign-born in nonrestricted-housing-supply
MSAs, while the marginal effect in restricted-housing-supply cities is quite similar to the OLS
estimates. These findings are consistent with both the predictions of the model and with the stylized
facts in section ?? that were suggestive of a scenario in which low-skilled natives migrate to low
housing cost MSAs with higher wages, while foreign-born and high-skill natives migrate toward
cities with the highest wages28.

7 Conclusion

Over the past 30 years, the cities with large shares of high-skill-intensive service industries have
experienced the fastest wage and employment growth. However, they have also experienced an
increase in the cost of housing, as their expansion has run up against geographic and regulatory
restrictions on the growth of their housing supplies. As labor demand growth in these cities has
only continued, both wages and housing costs have increased further. As a result, these cities
have become attractive for both their high wages and desirable amenities (Moretti (2012), Moretti
(2013), Diamond (2016)).

As I have shown, high-skill natives and foreign-born workers across both skills levels have
continued to migrate to high-wage, high-rent cities in response to labor demand shocks29, while
the population of low-skill natives has stagnated or shrunk. Some evidence suggests these workers
may be moving to higher-wage, lower-rent cities. Thus, migration to high-wage, high-rent cities
has been skill and nativity-biased. This result has a few important implications for the existing
literature.

First, the results presented in this paper are relevant to the continuing study of wage inequality
in the United States: as rents rise in these high-wage, restricted-housing-supply cities, the benefits
of the growth in these cities is concentrated to these cities’ existing populations and migrants
more willing, or able, to bear the costs. As long as labor demand continues to be strong in these
cities, and the supply of housing is limited either by geography or local policies, wage growth
will continue to accrue to existing residents. The overall effect on wage inequality, however, isn’t
clear: rising rents have both an inequality-generating and real inequality-reducing effect. Higher
rents lock out potential migrants who could benefit from higher wages, limiting who can benefit

28Recall that the stylized facts of section ?? showed wages are higher in cities with more restricted housing sup-
plies. That is, the highest-wage nonrestricted-housing-supply cities still have lower wages than high wage, restricted-
housing-supply cities

29This argument is rooted in earlier work on the migration response to demand shocks, particularly Blanchard and
Katz (1992) and Bound and Holzer (2000).
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from the economic opportunities in cities, while higher rents also reduce the real wage inequality
in cities by eating into the growth of wages.

The concentration of high-skill foreign-born and native workers is relevant to the study of ag-
glomeration forces in cities. Work by Arzaghi and Henderson (2008); Ellison et al. (2010), Glaeser
and Gottlieb (2009), Glaeser and Resseger (2009), Kolko (2010), and others have shown that the
co-location of workers and firms, as well as the density of workers, are increasingly important in
the generation of agglomeration effects within cities. This implies that the current nativity and
skill-biased pattern of migration may only lead to further increases in worker productivity and,
thereby the demand for labor, in these cities. The effect of agglomeration in cities under these
circumstances, again, becomes unclear: if these forces of agglomeration are important drivers of
overall economic growth, then restricted housing supplies could threaten the continuation of these
effects by limiting migration. However, if the effect of agglomeration outpaces rent growth, then
this could lead to inequality-increasing wage growth in these cities by further concentrating the
benefits of agglomeration to urban workers.

Lastly, sorting along nativity and skill also has political implications: as high-skill and foreign-
born workers concentrate together in cities, their political power becomes more concentrated geo-
graphically. The structure of the Electoral College in the United States is designed to reduce the
political power of geographically-concentrated voters, meaning that the political views of high-
skilled workers could be diluted if they continue to concentrate in a few urban areas. This could
continue, and perhaps worsen, the political divisions across states and within the Legislative branch
that were widely discussed in the news media throughout the presidency of Barack Obama and
throughout the 2016 Election season. Additionally, the concentration of immigrants may diverge
voter attitudes toward immigrants, as positive attitudes toward immigrants have been shown to be
correlated with the local share of immigrants.
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Figures

Figure 1: Change in Foreign-born Population Ratio, 1980-2010
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Figure 2: Change in Low-skill-foreign-born Population Ratio, 1980-2010
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Figure 3: Change in High-skill Population Ratio, 1980-2010
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Figure 4: Distribution of Native Workers across cities
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Figure 5: Distribution of Immigrant Workers across cities

Figure 6: Distribution of Native workers after the Native wage increases in City b
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Figure 7: Distribution of Immigrant Workers after the immigrant wage increases in City b

Figure 8: Change in the wages of native workers

(a) City A (b) City B
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Figure 9: Change in the wages of foreign-born workers

(a) City A (b) City B

Figure 10: Change in the rental price of housing

(a) City A (b) City B
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Figure 11: Change in the Immigrant-Native employment ratio

(a) City A (b) City B

Figure 12: Geographic Distribution of the WRLURI
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Figure 13: Geographic Distribution of the LUI

Figure 14: Share of Gross Value-Added by Skill-intensive Sector, United States, 1977-2010
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Figure 15: Employment in High-skill-intensive Services in 1980 and MSA Employment Growth,
1980-2010

Figure 16: Employment in Low-skill-intensive manufacturing in 1980 and MSA Employment
Growth, 1980-2010
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Figure 17: Geographic Distribution of the 1980-2010 Bartik Shock
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Tables

Table 1: Relationship between mean log rent and Household characteristics

(1) (2) (3)

Workers per household
Log rent

per worker
Rent as share of
household wages

Foreign-born HH -0.211*** 0.805*** 0.0142*
(0.0532) (0.255) (0.00851)

Mean rent -0.128** 0.0832***
(0.0575) (0.00442)

FBHH×mean rent 0.198*** -0.0379***
(0.0562) (0.0103)

Log mean rent 0.994***
(0.0343)

FBHH×Log mean rent -0.116***
(0.0381)

Constant 1.007*** -0.462* 0.0950***
(0.0437) (0.236) (0.00324)

Household Controls Yes Yes Yes
Time Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes
N 15,428,161 11,104,481 11,499,353
R2 0.100 0.248 0.042
Notes: Foreign-born households (FBHH) are households in which every member aged 18
or older was not born in the U.S. or a U.S. territory. Native households are households in
which every member aged 18 or older was born in the U.S. or a U.S. territory. Workers per
household is a count of all adults aged 18-64 who reported working at least 1 week in the
last year in a household. Rent as a share of wages is household rent divided by the sum of
the wages of all household workers. Rent per worker is computed by dividing household
rent by workers per household, implicitly assuming all workers are responsible for the
same share of rent.
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Table 2: Changes in MSA population by nativity-skill group across housing supply elasticity,
1980-2010

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Panel A. Wharton Residential Land-Use Regulatory Index (WRLURI)

Native
Foreign

born
High-skill

native
High-skill

foreign born
Low-skill

native
Low-skill

foreign born

WRLURI
rank -89.30 3,826** 1,710** 1,380** -1,799** 2,445**

[351.8] [1,656] [720.0] [605.1] [786.6] [1,063]

N 252 252 252 252 252 252
R2 0.000 0.145 0.147 0.160 0.128 0.135

Panel B. Land Unavailability Index (LUI)

Native
Foreign

born
High-skill

native
High-skill

foreign born
Low-skill

native
Low-skill

foreign born

LUI rank -463.8 4,150** 1,571** 1,438** -2,035*** 2,712**
[321.5] [1,607] [755.0] [582.4] [670.4] [1,036]

N 252 252 252 252 252 252
R2 0.016 0.218 0.158 0.221 0.209 0.211
Notes: Rank is based on each MSAs assigned index value for each measure of
housing supply elasticity. MSAs are ranked from smallest to largest; that is, the MSA
with the smallest index value receives rank 1. The independent variables are
calculated for each MSA using a sample of persons aged 18-64 who did not live in
group quarters. Coefficients are in units of people and each regression includes decade
fixed effects, and robust standard errors are clustered by state.
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Table 3: Simulated differential response to a labor demand shock in City b across housing supply
elasticity

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Immigrant-Native
Population Ratio Native Wage Immigrant Wage Rent

1% shock in City b, γb = 1 3.7% 1.2% 0.9% 2.1%
Percentage Change when γb = 2 +2.1% +0.1% -0.1% +1.6%
Notes: The results in this table were produced by simulating the model in Mathematica 10
assuming sN = 4,sI = 1,N = 10, I = 9,α = 0.5 and xc = 15,Ac = ζc = 1 ∀c ∈ {a,b}.
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Table 4: The effect of the Bartik labor demand shock on mean wages and rent across housing
supply elasticity

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Panel A. Wharton Residential Land-Use Regulatory Index (WRLURI)

4Mean native wage 4Mean foreign-born wage 4Mean rent

4Bartik 0.869*** 0.778*** 0.818*** 0.738** 0.660* 0.586* 0.423*** 0.454*** 0.403***
[0.133] [0.137] [0.136] [0.330] [0.337] [0.351] [0.140] [0.145] [0.145]

HighLURI = 1×4Bartik 0.617** 0.642** 0.636** 0.0261 0.0555 0.0755 0.637** 0.604** 0.639**
[0.255] [0.250] [0.248] [0.493] [0.500] [0.500] [0.274] [0.276] [0.274]

HighLURI = 1 0.0200*** 0.0174*** 0.0197*** 0.0276** 0.0243* 0.0197 0.0168** 0.0169** 0.0130*
[0.00610] [0.00609] [0.00626] [0.0128] [0.0132] [0.0142] [0.00768] [0.00801] [0.00774]

Decade Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Local Amenities No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
1980 MSA Wage and Rent No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
N 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744
R2 0.633 0.653 0.654 0.265 0.271 0.272 0.528 0.533 0.569
Panel B. Land Unavailability Index (LUI)

4Mean native wage 4Mean foreign-born wage 4Mean rent

4Bartik 1.010*** 0.902*** 0.910*** 0.784** 0.689** 0.591* 0.468*** 0.482*** 0.424***
[0.131] [0.129] [0.130] [0.313] [0.317] [0.338] [0.149] [0.151] [0.149]

HighLUI = 1×4Bartik 0.540** 0.594** 0.587** 0.0452 0.0914 0.142 0.774*** 0.746*** 0.742***
[0.258] [0.252] [0.256] [0.512] [0.521] [0.526] [0.256] [0.254] [0.251]

HighLUI = 1 0.00816 0.00509 0.00510 0.0219 0.0192 0.0133 0.00512 0.00603 -0.00206
[0.00637] [0.00674] [0.00667] [0.0133] [0.0136] [0.0147] [0.00741] [0.00761] [0.00695]

Decade Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Local Amenities No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
1980 MSA Wage and Rent No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
N 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744
R2 0.624 0.644 0.645 0.263 0.270 0.271 0.526 0.531 0.567

Notes: Dependent variables are tabulated using a sample of adults aged 18-64, not living in group quarters, who worked at least 1 week
in the previous year, and earned a positive wage. HighLURI is equal to 1 if a city’s WRLURI index value is above the median and 0
otherwise. HighLUI is equal to 1 if a city’s LUI index value is above the median and 0 otherwise. The Bartik shock is constructed as
described in the text, where the MSA employment share is tabulated from a sample of workers aged 18-64 not living in group quarters,
who worked at least 1 week in the previous year.
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Table 5: The effect of the Bartik labor demand shock on changes in the foreign-born, low-skill-
foreign-born, and high-skill ratios across housing supply elasticity

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Panel A. Wharton Residential Land-Use Regulatory Index (WRLURI)

4Foreign-born Ratio 4Low-skill-foreign-born Ratio 4High-skill Ratio

4Bartik -0.208 -0.210 -0.0112 -0.129 -0.134 0.0755 -0.0519 -0.148 -0.230
[0.660] [0.657] [0.615] [0.795] [0.791] [0.743] [0.215] [0.219] [0.218]

HighLURI = 1×4Bartik 2.962*** 2.974*** 2.986*** 3.545*** 3.558*** 3.581*** 0.731* 0.751** 0.748**
[0.903] [0.907] [0.905] [1.085] [1.091] [1.088] [0.374] [0.359] [0.346]

HighLURI = 1 -0.0764*** -0.0750*** -0.0651** -0.0840** -0.0826** -0.0725** 0.0307*** 0.0240** 0.0199*
[0.0271] [0.0281] [0.0308] [0.0327] [0.0339] [0.0368] [0.0106] [0.0106] [0.0114]

Decade Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls for local Amenities No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
1980 MSA Wage and Rent No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
N 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744
R2 0.266 0.278 0.305 0.241 0.251 0.279 0.123 0.176 0.209
Panel B. Land Unavailability Index (LUI)

4Foreign-born Ratio 4Low-skill-foreign-born Ratio 4High-skill Ratio

4Bartik 0.0245 0.0459 0.435 0.226 0.244 0.661 0.167 0.0467 -0.0762
[0.687] [0.689] [0.660] [0.830] [0.833] [0.795] [0.231] [0.226] [0.221]

HighLUI = 1×4Bartik 2.163** 2.112** 1.807** 2.519** 2.461** 2.120* 0.214 0.261 0.366
[0.915] [0.919] [0.918] [1.102] [1.108] [1.107] [0.365] [0.348] [0.330]

HighLUI = 1 -0.0559** -0.0507* -0.0420 -0.0652** -0.0596* -0.0523 0.0361*** 0.0321*** 0.0306***
[0.0274] [0.0280] [0.0281] [0.0331] [0.0338] [0.0341] [0.0105] [0.0105] [0.0107]

Decade Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls for local Amenities No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
1980 MSA Wage and Rent No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
N 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744
R2 0.252 0.263 0.290 0.228 0.238 0.265 0.120 0.175 0.212

Notes: Dependent variables are tabulated using a sample of adults aged 18-64 who were not living in group quarters. HighLURI is equal to 1 if
a city’s WRLURI index value is above the median and 0 otherwise. HighLUI is equal to 1 if a city’s LUI index value is above the median and 0
otherwise. The Bartik shock is constructed as described in the text, where the MSA employment share is tabulated from a sample of workers
aged 18-64 not living in group quarters, who worked at least 1 week in the previous year.
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Table 6: Estimated Migration Elasticities of Immigrants and Natives by Housing Supply Elasticity

Housing Supply Elasticity: Elastic Inelastic
Elasticity of: Native Immigrant Native Immigrant
4(Pop)\4(Bartik) 1.245 0.335 -0.970 0.582
4(Wage)\4(Bartik) 0.818 0.586 0.636 0.076
4(Rent)\4(Bartik) 0.403 0.403 0.639 0.639
Implied wage elasticity 1.522 0.572 0.189 1.386
Implied rent elasticity 3.089 0.831 0.264 0.880
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Table 7: The effect of the Bartik labor demand shock on Wages and rent across housing supply
elasticity when controlling for supply-side changes in immigration

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Panel A. Wharton Residential Land-Use Regulatory Index (WRLURI)

4Mean native wage 4Mean foreign-born wage 4average rent
4Bartik 0.734*** 0.629*** 0.785*** 0.200 0.112 0.162 0.443*** 0.474*** 0.435***

[0.145] [0.146] [0.140] [0.246] [0.254] [0.259] [0.149] [0.151] [0.158]
HighLURI = 1×4Bartik 0.954*** 0.978*** 0.908*** 0.238 0.262 0.215 0.507* 0.488 0.629**

[0.244] [0.239] [0.227] [0.392] [0.399] [0.403] [0.296] [0.300] [0.295]
HighLURI = 1 0.0135** 0.0113** 0.0160*** 0.0114 0.00837 0.00927 0.00708 0.00743 0.00938

[0.00550] [0.00526] [0.00545] [0.0116] [0.0120] [0.0125] [0.00797] [0.00824] [0.00814]
4Enclave 0.0587 0.0534 0.108 0.171** 0.163** 0.207*** 0.208* 0.206* 0.0568

[0.0899] [0.0874] [0.0950] [0.0746] [0.0705] [0.0783] [0.121] [0.121] [0.118]

Decade Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls for local Amenities No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
1980 MSA Wage and Rent No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
N 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744
R2 0.637 0.655 0.664 0.202 0.214 0.216 0.538 0.541 0.569
Panel B. Land Unavailability Index (LUI)

4Mean native wage 4Mean foreign-born wage 4Mean rent
4Bartik 0.960*** 0.834*** 0.961*** 0.322 0.21 0.247 0.508*** 0.517*** 0.490***

[0.143] [0.138] [0.134] [0.246] [0.249] [0.255] [0.159] [0.161] [0.164]
HighLUI = 1×4Bartik 0.738*** 0.807*** 0.720*** 0.0295 0.107 0.071 0.615** 0.623** 0.689**

[0.256] [0.251] [0.245] [0.382] [0.387] [0.387] [0.279] [0.280] [0.278]
HighLUI = 1 -0.00162 -0.00504 -0.00062 0.00794 0.00511 0.00627 -0.00728 -0.00672 -0.00689

[0.00508] [0.00530] [0.00545] [0.0105] [0.0106] [0.0110] [0.00673] [0.00670] [0.00686]
4Enclave 0.0888 0.0834 0.143 0.182** 0.172** 0.219*** 0.229* 0.226* 0.0805

[0.0887] [0.0860] [0.0947] [0.0712] [0.0677] [0.0767] [0.120] [0.119] [0.117]

Decade Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls for local Amenities No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
1980 MSA Wage and Rent No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
N 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744
R2 0.622 0.642 0.649 0.200 0.213 0.214 0.538 0.541 0.567

Notes: Dependent variables are tabulated using a sample of adults aged 18-64 who were not living in group quarters. HighLURI is equal to 1 if
a city’s WRLURI index value is above the median and 0 otherwise. HighLUI is equal to 1 if a city’s LUI index value is above the median and 0
otherwise. The Enclave and Bartik shocks are constructed as described in the text, where the MSA employment share is tabulated from a
sample of workers aged 18-64 not living in group quarters, who worked at least 1 week in the previous year.
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Table 8: The effect of the Bartik Labor Demand Shock on the Change in the Foreign-born Ratio,
Low-skill-foreign-born Ratio, and High-skill Ratio across housing supply elasticity controlling for
supply-side changes in immigration

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Panel A. Wharton Residential Land-Use Regulatory Index (WRLURI)

4Foreign-born Ratio 4Low-skill-foreign-born Ratio 4High-skill Ratio
4Bartik -0.0252 0.0232 0.265 -0.0362 0.0466 0.317 0.245 0.0946 0.0328

[0.596] [0.609] [0.558] [0.691] [0.705] [0.640] [0.214] [0.217] [0.217]
HighLURI = 1×4Bartik 3.036*** 3.020*** 3.221*** 3.689*** 3.653*** 3.891*** 0.698** 0.748** 0.649*

[0.842] [0.845] [0.822] [0.985] [0.987] [0.962] [0.353] [0.338] [0.332]
HighLURI = 1 -0.0496** -0.0459* -0.0307 -0.0528* -0.0475 -0.0302 0.0349*** 0.0292*** 0.0241**

[0.0249] [0.0255] [0.0280] [0.0296] [0.0302] [0.0326] [0.0102] [0.00989] [0.0101]
4Enclave -0.220 -0.220 -0.474* -0.220 -0.215 -0.514 -0.159** -0.176*** -0.0580

[0.305] [0.305] [0.284] [0.355] [0.354] [0.331] [0.0630] [0.0612] [0.0686]

Decade Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls for local Amenities No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
1980 MSA Wage and Rent No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
N 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744
R2 0.213 0.224 0.250 0.198 0.207 0.232 0.117 0.175 0.209
Panel B. Land Unavailability Index (LUI)

4Foreign-born Ratio 4Low-skill-foreign-born Ratio 4High-skill Ratio
4Bartik 0.271 0.357 0.739 0.413 0.537 0.949 0.445* 0.260 0.155

[0.618] [0.639] [0.612] [0.724] [0.749] [0.707] [0.230] [0.225] [0.218]
HighLUI = 1×4Bartik 2.440*** 2.327*** 2.213** 2.896*** 2.755*** 2.640*** 0.255 0.375 0.382

[0.876] [0.888] [0.865] [1.029] [1.043] [1.017] [0.355] [0.340] [0.325]
HighLUI = 1 -0.0424* -0.0370 -0.0215 -0.0531* -0.0466 -0.0297 0.0387*** 0.0347*** 0.0300***

[0.0244] [0.0244] [0.0252] [0.0292] [0.0294] [0.0302] [0.00983] [0.00949] [0.00938]
4Enclave -0.241 -0.239 -0.460* -0.224 -0.216 -0.477 -0.162*** -0.185*** -0.0597

[0.298] [0.298] [0.279] [0.346] [0.345] [0.325] [0.0585] [0.0573] [0.0671]

Decade Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls for local Amenities No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
1980 MSA Wage and Rent No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
N 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744
R2 0.203 0.212 0.235 0.188 0.196 0.217 0.112 0.174 0.210

Notes: Dependent variables are tabulated using a sample of adults aged 18-64 who were not living in group quarters. HighLURI is equal to 1 if
a city’s WRLURI index value is above the median and 0 otherwise. HighLUI is equal to 1 if a city’s LUI index value is above the median and 0
otherwise. The Enclave and Bartik shocks are constructed as described in the text, where the MSA employment share is tabulated from a
sample of workers aged 18-64 not living in group quarters, who worked at least 1 week in the previous year.
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Table 9: The effect of the Enclave immigration shock on wages and rent across housing supply
elasticity

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Panel A. Wharton Residential Land-Use Regulatory Index (WRLURI)

4Mean native wage 4Mean foreign-born wage 4Mean rent
4Enclave 0.204** 0.177* 0.228** 0.430** 0.414** 0.471** 0.457*** 0.461*** 0.263**

[0.103] [0.104] [0.114] [0.184] [0.180] [0.185] [0.121] [0.122] [0.115]
HighLURI = 1×4Enclave -0.0775 -0.0645 -0.0780 -0.279 -0.275 -0.290 -0.239 -0.248 -0.199

[0.155] [0.152] [0.155] [0.196] [0.192] [0.195] [0.185] [0.184] [0.171]
HighLURI = 1 0.0487*** 0.0420*** 0.0410*** 0.0285** 0.0234* 0.0233* 0.0331*** 0.0329*** 0.0297***

[0.00926] [0.00895] [0.00857] [0.0125] [0.0129] [0.0131] [0.0101] [0.0101] [0.00977]

Decade Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls for local Amenities No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
1980 MSA Wage and Rent No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
N 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744
R2 0.517 0.553 0.556 0.200 0.214 0.216 0.510 0.513 0.539
Panel B. Land Unavailability Index (LUI)

4Mean native wage 4Mean foreign-born wage 4Mean rent
4Enclave 0.132* 0.0911 0.141 0.358*** 0.339** 0.404*** 0.408*** 0.408*** 0.194*

[0.0798] [0.0843] [0.0981] [0.137] [0.137] [0.146] [0.107] [0.107] [0.0991]
HighLUI = 1×4Enclave 0.0555 0.0856 0.0643 -0.198 -0.194 -0.218 -0.157 -0.167 -0.0933

[0.156] [0.153] [0.155] [0.154] [0.152] [0.156] [0.186] [0.185] [0.172]
HighLUI = 1 0.0311*** 0.0225** 0.0201** 0.0234* 0.0189 0.0191 0.0210** 0.0211** 0.0137

[0.0104] [0.0103] [0.00989] [0.0120] [0.0121] [0.0118] [0.0106] [0.0104] [0.0100]

Decade Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls for local Amenities No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
1980 MSA Wage and Rent No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
N 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744
R2 0.489 0.531 0.535 0.197 0.211 0.214 0.500 0.504 0.530

Notes: Dependent variables are tabulated using a sample of adults aged 18-64 who were not living in group quarters. HighLURI is equal to 1 if
a city’s WRLURI index value is above the median and 0 otherwise. HighLUI is equal to 1 if a city’s LUI index value is above the median and 0
otherwise. The Enclave immigrant shock is constructed as described in the text.
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Table 10: The effect of the Enclave immigration shock on the Change in the Foreign-born Ratio,
Low-skill-foreign-born Ratio, and High-skill Ratio across housing supply elasticity

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Panel A. Wharton Residential Land-Use Regulatory Index (WRLURI)

4Foreign-born Ratio 4Low-skill-foreign-born Ratio 4High-skill Ratio
4Enclave -0.200 -0.195 -0.505 -0.248 -0.240 -0.606 -0.324** -0.347** -0.204

[0.391] [0.392] [0.390] [0.464] [0.466] [0.461] [0.142] [0.147] [0.172]
HighLURI = 1×4Enclave 0.111 0.102 0.186 0.196 0.188 0.287 0.240 0.239 0.198

[0.511] [0.513] [0.521] [0.601] [0.603] [0.610] [0.161] [0.163] [0.184]
HighLURI = 1 -0.00505 -0.00160 0.00840 -0.000681 0.00446 0.0151 0.0446*** 0.0354*** 0.0267**

[0.0310] [0.0317] [0.0323] [0.0371] [0.0379] [0.0380] [0.0114] [0.0112] [0.0112]

Decade Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls for local Amenities No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
1980 MSA Wage and Rent No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
N 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744
R2 0.174 0.183 0.200 0.157 0.166 0.181 0.088 0.155 0.196
Panel B. Land Unavailability Index (LUI)

4Foreign-born Ratio 4Low-skill-foreign-born Ratio 4High-skill Ratio
4Enclave -0.229 -0.243 -0.583* -0.289 -0.302 -0.710** -0.275** -0.308*** -0.142

[0.300] [0.302] [0.304] [0.352] [0.354] [0.355] [0.113] [0.115] [0.129]
HighLUI = 1×4Enclave 0.127 0.140 0.275 0.261 0.278 0.437 0.192 0.192 0.124

[0.461] [0.463] [0.473] [0.540] [0.543] [0.552] [0.138] [0.135] [0.144]
HighLUI = 1 0.00119 0.00482 0.0115 -0.00345 0.000794 0.00611 0.0460*** 0.0388*** 0.0331***

[0.0305] [0.0307] [0.0299] [0.0368] [0.0371] [0.0361] [0.0110] [0.0110] [0.0106]

Decade Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls for local Amenities No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
1980 MSA Wage and Rent No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
N 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744
R2 0.174 0.184 0.201 0.157 0.166 0.182 0.091 0.162 0.203

Notes: Dependent variables are tabulated using a sample of adults aged 18-64 who were not living in group quarters. HighLURI is equal to 1 if
a city’s WRLURI index value is above the median and 0 otherwise. HighLUI is equal to 1 if a city’s LUI index value is above the median and 0
otherwise. The Enclave immigrant shock is constructed as described in the text.
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Table 11: First-stage relationship between the Bartik shock and the OECD Bartik Shock

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Panel A. Wharton Residential Land-Use Regulatory Index (WRLURI)

4Bartik HighLURI = 1×4Bartik 4Bartik HighLURI = 1×4Bartik 4Bartik HighLURI = 1×4Bartik

4BartikOECD 1.015*** 0.0568*** 1.018*** 0.0610*** 1.037*** 0.0673***
[0.0342] [0.0146] [0.0339] [0.0158] [0.0381] [0.0235]

HighLURI = 1×4BartikOECD -0.0276 0.929*** -0.0332 0.926*** -0.0419 0.923***
[0.0857] [0.0731] [0.0859] [0.0740] [0.0860] [0.0738]

HighLURI = 1 0.000731 -0.00319* 0.000987 -0.00292 0.00179 -0.00266
[0.00195] [0.00185] [0.00195] [0.00186] [0.00197] [0.00174]

Decade Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Amenities Controls No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
1980 MSA Wage and Rent No No No No Yes Yes
N 744 744 744 744 744 744
KP rk Wald F Statistic 114.1 114.1 113.2 113.2 107.7 107.7
Panel B. Land Unavailability Index (LUI)

4Bartik HighLUI = 1×4Bartik 4Bartik HighLUI = 1×4Bartik 4Bartik HighLUI = 1×4Bartik
4BartikOECD 1.055*** 0.0541*** 1.057*** 0.0557*** 1.083*** 0.0600**

[0.0323] [0.0152] [0.0328] [0.0166] [0.0391] [0.0259]
HighLUI = 1×4BartikOECD -0.0864 0.910*** -0.0927 0.907*** -0.126 0.895***

[0.0897] [0.0792] [0.0901] [0.0799] [0.0914] [0.0796]
HighLUI = 1 -0.000550 -0.00337 -0.000311 -0.00321 0.000594 -0.00306

[0.00214] [0.00214] [0.00216] [0.00216] [0.00213] [0.00200]

Decade Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Amenities Controls No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
1980 MSA Wage and Rent No No No No Yes Yes
N 744 744 744 744 744 744
KP rk Wald F Statistic 81.18 81.18 80.99 80.99 80.53 80.53
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Table 12: IV results of the effect of the Bartik labor demand shock on mean wages and rent across
housing supply elasticity

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Panel A. Wharton Residential Land-Use Regulatory Index (WRLURI)

4Mean native wage 4Mean foreign-born wage 4Mean rent
4Bartik 0.734*** 0.661*** 0.736*** 0.475 0.406 0.527 0.549*** 0.590*** 0.482***

[0.176] [0.181] [0.180] [0.317] [0.326] [0.328] [0.171] [0.177] [0.175]
HighLURI = 1×4Bartik 0.724** 0.709** 0.667* 0.675 0.683 0.626 0.529 0.471 0.412

[0.360] [0.360] [0.355] [0.518] [0.526] [0.522] [0.382] [0.382] [0.354]
HighLURI = 1 0.0187** 0.0173** 0.0203** 0.000778 0.000546 0.00534 0.0155 0.0152 0.0106

[0.00864] [0.00851] [0.00817] [0.0130] [0.0132] [0.0134] [0.00961] [0.00994] [0.00907]

Decade Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls for local Amenities No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
1980 MSA Wage and Rent No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
N 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744
Centered R2 0.53 0.545 0.557 0.273 0.281 0.29 0.42 0.427 0.502
Panel B. Land Unavailability Index (LUI)

4Mean native wage 4Mean foreign-born wage 4Mean rent
4Bartik 0.895*** 0.786*** 0.847*** 0.419 0.320 0.434 0.611*** 0.613*** 0.517***

[0.176] [0.172] [0.178] [0.301] [0.307] [0.313] [0.169] [0.172] [0.172]
HighLUI = 1×4Bartik 0.714** 0.776** 0.652* 1.276** 1.335** 1.165** 0.862*** 0.836** 0.612*

[0.339] [0.345] [0.346] [0.533] [0.548] [0.548] [0.329] [0.328] [0.319]
HighLUI = 1 0.00369 0.00125 0.00288 -0.0195 -0.0211 -0.0176 -0.00510 -0.00480 -0.00971

[0.00950] [0.00982] [0.00928] [0.0140] [0.0142] [0.0140] [0.00923] [0.00951] [0.00873]

Decade Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls for local Amenities No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
1980 MSA Wage and Rent No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
N 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744
Centered R2 0.525 0.541 0.55 0.27 0.278 0.286 0.416 0.424 0.5
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Table 13: IV results of the effect of the Bartik labor demand shock on changes in the foreign-born,
low-skill-foreign-born, and high-skill ratios by housing supply elasticity

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Panel A. Wharton Residential Land-Use Regulatory Index (WRLURI)

4Foreign-born Ratio 4Low-skill-foreign-born Ratio 4High-skill Ratio
4Bartik -1.644** -1.657** -1.490* -1.905** -1.920* -1.784* 0.380 0.279 0.181

[0.829] [0.836] [0.799] [0.971] [0.980] [0.935] [0.276] [0.276] [0.266]
HighLURI = 1×4Bartik 4.518*** 4.529*** 4.434*** 5.652*** 5.670*** 5.565*** 0.473 0.425 0.502

[1.097] [1.081] [1.076] [1.288] [1.276] [1.271] [0.429] [0.415] [0.410]
HighLURI = 1 -0.0603** -0.0596** -0.0530* -0.0654** -0.0643** -0.0590* 0.0331*** 0.0271*** 0.0233**

[0.0271] [0.0276] [0.0303] [0.0321] [0.0328] [0.0355] [0.0107] [0.0105] [0.0114]

Decade Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls for local Amenities No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
1980 MSA Wage and Rent No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
N 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744
Centered R2 0.178 0.19 0.202 0.161 0.17 0.181 0.089 0.151 0.2
Panel B. Land Unavailability Index (LUI)

4Foreign-born Ratio 4Low-skill-foreign-born Ratio 4High-skill Ratio
4Bartik -0.783 -0.771 -0.473 -0.779 -0.764 -0.504 0.545* 0.386 0.191

[0.858] [0.875] [0.854] [1.033] [1.057] [1.032] [0.284] [0.278] [0.263]
HighLUI = 1×4Bartik 2.342** 2.315** 1.948* 2.981** 2.961** 2.560* 0.0645 0.102 0.423

[1.156] [1.150] [1.142] [1.370] [1.368] [1.359] [0.416] [0.399] [0.393]
HighLUI = 1 -0.0417 -0.0383 -0.0289 -0.0495 -0.0461 -0.0383 0.0354*** 0.0319*** 0.0262**

[0.0292] [0.0297] [0.0295] [0.0349] [0.0353] [0.0350] [0.0108] [0.0106] [0.0106]

Decade Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls for local Amenities No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
1980 MSA Wage and Rent No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes
N 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744 744
Centered R2 0.174 0.185 0.196 0.16 0.168 0.178 0.083 0.15 0.201
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